Abstract. This is a review/announcement of results concerning the connection between certain exactly solvable two-dimensional models of statistical mechanics, namely loop models, and the equivariant K-theory of the cotangent bundle of the Grassmannian. We interpret various concepts from integrable systems (R-matrix, partition function on a finite domain) in geometric terms. As a byproduct, we provide explicit formulae for K-classes of various coherent sheaves, including structure and (conjecturally) square roots of canonical sheaves and canonical sheaves of conormal varieties of Schubert varieties.
Introduction
Loop models are an important class of lattice models in two-dimensional statistical mechanics. They display a broad range of critical phenomena, and in fact many classical models (such as the 2D Ising model) are equivalent to a loop model. A subclass of loop models is particularly interesting: these are the exactly solvable ones, or equivalently the ones that display the property of quantum integrability, under the form of the Yang-Baxter equation satisfied by their Boltzmann weights. The main reason that these exactly solvable/quantum integrable models are studied is of course because one can perform various exact calculations in them, that are in general not available. However, for our purposes, there is another reason to consider them, which is the recently discovered connection between quantum integrable systems and generalized cohomology theories (see [12] for the first hint of such a connection). In fact, loop models were among the first in which this connection was made explicit [7, 18] ; much later, a framework for vertex models was set up in [23] ; see also [1, 13, 14, 30] .
So far, the work on the "geometry" of loop models (in the sense of the connection above) has only focused on ordinary cohomology. A first step towards K-theory was made in [20] ; here, we continue in this direction, as well as propose new ones. We first explain the "natural" way to generalize from cohomology to K-theory the results of [7, 31] ; this is the same approach as in [20] , and though it differs from the vertex model approach in several important aspects, it still follows the same very general philosophy: we define a certain basis of the K-theory of the ambient space, 1 which in almost all of this paper will be the cotangent bundle of the Grassmannian, and then consider the action of the Weyl group on it. This means that, on the geometric side, we shall define certain coherent sheaves σ π , which will lead us on the integrable side to the so-called (Temperley-Lieb) noncrossing loop model. We shall then further depart from this philosophy by asking questions about structure sheaves of conormal varieties of Schubert varieties (in short, conormal Schubert varieties). This will lead us this time to a crossing loop model. A significant part of the paper will be concerned with enlarging the dictionary between geometry and integrability. In particular, we shall discuss in some detail (extending joint work with A. Knutson [21] ) the interpretation of the partition function of the various loop models on an arbitrary finite domain.
It should be noted since no proofs are provided in this paper, all new results should technically be considered as conjectures at this stage. We differentiate below "Claims", for which the idea of proof should be clear, from proper "Conjectures".
As motivation for what follows, we now provide two such claims, which are byproducts of the framework that is developed here.
The first one concerns certain explicit formulae in the equivariant K-theory of the cotangent bundle of the Grassmannian; we state it in words only here: Claim 1.1. The equivariant K-classes of structure sheaves of conormal varieties of Schubert varieties in the Grassmannian (resp. of the sheaves σ π supported on these varieties) are given by partition functions of the trigonometric crossing loop model (resp. noncrossing loop model) on a k × n rectangular domain with prescribed connectivity of boundary vertices.
The details, including the construction of the sheaves σ π , as well as the "trigonometric" weights of the models, will be given explicitly in Corollaries 5.2, 5.3, along with the choice of boundary conditions (connectivity of the boundary vertices). Modulo a certain conjecture (Conjecture 2.2), σ π is the square root of the canonical sheaf of its support, and K-classes of canonical sheaves of conormal Schubert varieties are also given by partition functions of the crossing loop model, see Corollary 6.1.
The second one is an explicit description of a certain Hilbert series. Set n = 2k, where k is a positive integer. Consider the n × n matrix J made of k Jordan blocks of size 2: If B + is the group of invertible upper triangular matrices, then we can consider the B + -orbit closure O = {xJx −1 , x ∈ B + }. 1 The K-theoretic basis considered here is related to the stable basis defined in [27] and further studied in [34] by a triangular matrix of maximal parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials.
O is an affine variety, hence has a coordinate ring R. It is an easy exercise to check that O is invariant by scaling (M ∈ O ⇒ λM ∈ O, λ ∈ C), so that R is graded. We can therefore define its Hilbert series
χ(t) = t k(k+1)/4 P k t 1/2 + t −1/2 (1 − t) k 2 ,
where P k is a polynomial of degree k(k + 1)/2 which is a weighted enumeration of totally symmetric self-complementary plane partitions of size k − 1.
The weighting in the enumeration will be detailed in Section 6.3. In particular, P k (1) is the famous sequence (A005130) P k (1) = 1, 1, 2, 7, 42, 429, . . . , k = 1, 2, . . . , which enumerates alternating sign matrices, totally symmetric self-complementary plane partitions and descending plane partitions. The argument 1 of P k corresponds to the formal parameter t being evaluated at a nontrivial cubic root of unity, which is somewhat mysterious from a geometric standpoint.
Setup

The Temperley-Lieb algebra
Define the Temperley-Lieb algebra TL n to be the Q(β)-algebra with generators e i , i = 1, . . ., n − 1, and relations
e i e i±1 e i = e i , 1 ≤ i, i ± 1 ≤ n − 1, e i e j = e j e i , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1, |i − j| > 1. (2.1)
TL n has a well-known diagrammatic representation; a basis of the algebra is given by diagrams on the strip R×[0, 1] with n vertices at its top and bottom boundaries (corresponding to extreme values of the second coordinate) made of n disjoint arcs (i.e., smooth embeddings of [0, 1] into the strip) connecting vertices. In particular, the generators are depicted as Product corresponds to vertical concatenation of diagrams, where reading from right to left corresponds to concatenation from bottom to top. Diagrams are considered up to continuous deformation, with the extra rule that whenever a closed loop is formed, it is erased at the expense of multiplying by β, which we describe as = β.
( 2.2) β is often called the "loop weight".
Given 0 ≤ k ≤ n, consider the Q(β)-submodule I k,n generated by diagrams in TL n such that there exist a pairing among the leftmost k bottom vertices, or a pairing among the rightmost n − k bottom vertices. It is easy to see that this forms in fact a left submodule (ideal) of the left regular representation of TL n , so that one can define the quotient TL n -left module H k,n = TL n /I k,n .
H k,n has a canonical basis, denoted |π , made of diagrams π with no pairings among the leftmost k bottom vertices and no pairings among the rightmost n − k bottom vertices. In fact, it is convenient to simplify the diagrammatic description of this basis by noting that one only needs to keep track of the connections of the top vertices, the bottom ones being forced by the no-pairing conditions. In these truncated diagrams, some top vertices remain unpaired; it is furthermore convenient (though the information is at this stage redundant) to remember which ones used to be connected to one of the k leftmost bottom vertices by making them connect to left infinity, whereas the ones connected to one of the n − k rightmost bottom vertices go to downwards infinity. (The strange asymmetry in this depiction will eventually be justified in Section 5.2.) On an example, the diagram simplification is as follows (k = 4, n = 8):
Such (truncated) diagrams we call noncrossing link patterns, following the physics literature. Equivalently, we can define them as planar pairings of n points on a line, with some vertices possibly left unpaired and at most m := min(k, n − k) pairings. Their set is denoted L k,n . The rule for the TL n -action on link patterns is then as follows: e i acts in the natural way by reconnecting i, i + 1 and inserting a (i, i + 1) pairing if at least one of i, i + 1 is paired (with a weight of β if they were in fact paired together), or if i is connected to left infinity and i + 1 to bottom infinity (in the latter case, the resulting line from left to bottom infinities is erased); in all other cases, the result of the e i action is zero.
Furthermore, define for π ∈ L k,n c (π) to be the subset of "closings" of π, that is the subset of {1, . . . , n} of vertices which are connected to left infinity or paired to a vertex left of them. On the example above, c (π) = {1, 4, 6, 7}. c is a bijection between L k,n and k-subsets of {1, . . . , n}.
Define rk(π) to be the number of pairings of π. There is a filtration of TL n -modules
since the TL n action can only increase the number of pairings. In particular, the smallest such module H (≥m) k,n will play a special role.
The crossing algebra
We now present a second Q(β)-algebra, denoted TL n , which contains TL n as a subalgebra. It has generators e i and f i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1, and relations
3)
with same range of indices as in (2.1). This algebra is somewhat similar to Brauer [4] and Birman-Wenzel-Murakami [3, 25] algebras; it is also closely related to the degenerate Brauer algebra of [19, Section 5.5] . The graphical representation of TL n , extending that of TL n , is given by diagrams on the strip R × [0, 1] with n vertices at its top and bottom boundaries made of n arcs connecting vertices, with regular crossings inside the strip, such that arcs do not self-intersect and intersect each other at most once. We call these reduced diagrams. These diagrams are considered once again up to continuous deformation, and up to the move = (2.4) (which is necessary in order to stay within the class of diagrams with regular crossings). Equivalence classes of reduced diagrams then form a basis of TL n , where the generators are given by Multiplication corresponds to vertical concatenation, and the first three relations of (2.3) lead to the following additional rules:
It is a somewhat nontrivial exercise to check that these rules are consistent, in other words, that (a) any diagram can be transformed into a reduced diagram by application of (2.5), and (b) two reduced diagrams which can be related to each other by transformations (2.5) are equivalent, i.e., can be obtained from each other by continuous deformation and (2.4). Given 0 ≤ k ≤ n, consider the Q(β)-submodule I k,n generated by diagrams in TL n such that there exist a pairing among the leftmost k bottom vertices or a crossing among the arcs coming out of these vertices, or the same property for the rightmost n − k bottom vertices. Once again, this forms in fact a left submodule (ideal) of the left regular representation of TL n (pairings among bottom vertices cannot be removed by left multiplication, and crossings can only be removed by pairing these vertices), so that one can define the quotient TL n -left module
H k,n has a canonical basis |π , made of diagrams π with no pairings/no crossings among the leftmost k bottom vertices and among the rightmost n − k bottom vertices. We can simplify the representation of these diagrams by keeping track of the connections of the top vertices only, the bottom ones being forced by the no-pairing/no-crossing conditions; however, it is now compulsory to remember which top vertices used to be connected to one of the k leftmost bottom vertices (resp. n − k rightmost bottom vertices) by connecting them to left infinity (resp. downwards infinity). Here is a k = 4, n = 7 example:
We call these truncated diagrams crossing link patterns; their set is denoted L k,n . The action of the algebra generators on such crossing link patterns is as follows. e i acts in the usual way if at least one of i, i + 1 is paired, or if i and i + 1 are connected to different infinities and all unpaired vertices to the left of i are connected to left infinity, all unpaired vertices to the right of i+1 are connected to bottom infinity (in which case the line from left to bottom is erased, possibly changing signs if it has a self-intersection); otherwise the result is zero. Similarly, f i acts in the usual way (crossing arcs coming from i and i + 1, then applying rules (2.5)) unless i and i + 1 are both connected to left infinity, or both to bottom infinity, in which case the result is zero.
There is again a filtration of TL n -modules
where we recall that rk(π) is the number of pairings of π. Finally, denote by cr (π) the number of crossings of (any reduced diagram of) π.
Example 2.1. Take k = 1, n = 3:
B-orbits, conormal Schubert varieties, and orbital varieties
Given nonnegative integers k and n, 0 ≤ k ≤ n, consider the (complex) Grassmannian
and its cotangent bundle
We define the two obvious maps µ : (V, u) → u and p : (V, u) → V . µ is a resolution of singularities of its image
where we recall that m = min(k, n − k). The general linear group GL n naturally acts on Gr k,n , T * Gr k,n and N k,n , making µ and p equivariant. Inside GL n sits the Borel subgroup B n (invertible lower triangular matrices), and the Cartan torus T (0) n (invertible diagonal matrices). Define T n = T (0) n ×C × , where the additional circle C × acts on T * Gr k,n by scaling of the fiber. T (0) n -fixed points in Gr k,n , or equivalently, T n -fixed points in T * Gr k,n (embedding Gr k,n in T * Gr k,n as the image of the zero section) are coordinate subspaces C I , where I runs over k-subsets of {1, . . . , n}.
Define O k,n = N k,n ∩ n − , where n − is the space of strict lower triangular matrices. O k,n is a reducible affine scheme, known as the orbital scheme; its irreducible components are called orbital varieties. Similarly, µ −1 (O k,n ) is a reducible scheme, whose irreducible components we call conormal Schubert varieties. In both cases, these irreducible components are Lagrangian (more on that in Section 4.2.3). In order to describe these, it is convenient to discuss the B n -orbit decomposition of Gr k,n and O k,n .
B n -orbits in O k,n (B n acting by conjugation) are indexed by involutions of {1, . . . , n} with at most m 2-cycles (see [19] , in particular Section 2, and references therein); given such an involution, a representative of the corresponding orbit is the strict lower triangle of its permutation matrix. We can use link patterns to define such involutions (and therefore such matrices); namely, given a link pattern π ∈ L k,n , we can associate to it π > ∈ End(C n ), where (π > ) i,j = 1 if i and j are paired in π, i > j, 0 otherwise.
Any B n -orbit of O k,n is of the form B n ·π > , π ∈ L k,n ; however, note that π > does not distinguish between vertices that are connected to left infinity or bottom infinity by π, so that this does not provide a bijective labelling (except in the trivial cases k = 0, n). For future use, we denote
The defining equations of O π are known (set-theoretically, and conjecturally, scheme-theoretically with their reduced structure) [32] :
These varieties were recently proved to be normal and to have rational singularities [2] . B n -orbits of Gr k,n contain exactly one fixed point (coordinate subspace), and are known as Schubert cells: S o I := B n C I , while their closures are called Schubert varieties: S I = S o I . Now given a link pattern π ∈ L k,n , one can consider the set of closings c (π) and then the associated Schubert variety S c (π) . If π runs over L k,n , we get each Schubert variety exactly once as S c (π) . Schubert varieties are also known to be normal and to have rational singularities [5] .
We can now describe irreducible components of O k,n and µ −1 (O k,n ) as follows. Orbital varieties (irreducible components of O k,n ) are exactly the B n -orbit closures O π , where π ∈ L (m) k,n , i.e., π is noncrossing and has maximum number of pairings. In contrast, conormal Schubert varieties (irreducible components of µ −1 (O k,n )) are of the form µ −1 (B n · π > ) (being careful that the closure is taken after the preimage) where π ∈ L k,n (i.e., π is noncrossing but has arbitrary number of pairings), in which case we denote it CS c (π) . Alternatively, CS I (I k-subset of {1, . . . , n}) can be defined as the closure of the conormal bundle CS o I of S o I ; or as the unique component of µ −1 (O k,n ) which satisfies p(CS I ) = S I .
We also believe the following to be true:
Conjecture 2.2. CS I is Cohen-Macaulay and normal for all I.
Although our results do not directly depend on this conjecture, their interpretation in terms of canonical sheaves (as mentioned in the abstract and the introduction) do.
Cohomology theories
We wish to study the equivariant cohomology and K-theory of T * Gr k,n .
Let us first discuss cohomology. Since we are interested in neither ring structure nor grading, we shall simply denote by H Tn (T * Gr k,n ) the localized T n -equivariant cohomology ring of T * Gr k,n , considered as a vector space over H Tn (·), the localized equivariant cohomology ring of a point. Explicitly, H Tn (·) = Q(x 1 , . . . , x n , ), where is the generator of the Lie algebra of the C × scaling the fiber, and x 1 , . . . , x n are the obvious coordinates on the Lie algebra of the Cartan torus T (0) n of GL n , and "localized" means we are tensoring over Z[x 1 , . . . , x n , ] with the fraction field H Tn (·) = Q(x 1 , . . . , x n , )). H Tn (T * Gr k,n ) is of dimension n k , and a possible basis is given by classes of the conormal Schubert varieties CS I .
The entries u i,j of u, parameterizing the fiber of T * Gr k,n , are eigenvectors of the T n -action, with (additive) weights
Similarly, in equivariant K-theory, we define K Tn (T * Gr k,n ) to be the localized K-theory ring (or K-homology) of T * Gr k,n , viewed as a module over K Tn (·), which is Q(z 1 , . . . , z n , t), where t is the coordinate on the C × scaling the fiber, and z 1 , . . . , z N are coordinates on We could use multiplicative notations to describe the weights of the entries u i,j as
A slight subtlety will arise (in Section 3.2) in that we shall sometimes wish to use the square root of t; to formalize this, one can introduce a double cover of T n , say T n , also of the form T (0) n × C × , but where the generator of the C × , conveniently denoted t 1/2 , acts by scaling of the fiber as t 1/2 2 . K T (T * Gr k,n ) is much the same as K Tn (T * Gr k,n ), but is now a vector space over
In all cases, restriction i * to fixed points is an isomorphism (giving up to normalization the expansion in the basis of fixed points), and we shall use it for computations in examples. Also note that we have
, where H(T * Gr k,n ) is the nonequivariant localized cohomology ring, and similarly in K-theory.
3 Loop models and R-matrices
Cohomology
Write TL n (β 0 ) for the specialization TL n / β − β 0 (i.e., the loop weight is fixed to be β 0 ), and similar notations for modules. We shall give H(T * Gr k,n ) the structure of the TL n (2)-right module H k,n (2) * by identifying [CS c (π) ] with the dual basis of the canonical basis |π of H k,n (2). Similarly, H Tn (T * Gr k,n ) becomes identified with H k,n (2) * ⊗ Q(x 1 , . . . , x n , ).
The geometric R-matrix
We are now ready to describe the Weyl group action. It is defined geometrically as the following right action:
where w is an element of the Weyl group W = N (T )/T , and acts geometrically as any representative. R w is not H Tn (·)-linear: rather,
where τ w is the automorphism of H Tn (·) that implements the natural action of W on it; explicitly, (f τ w )( , x 1 , . . . , x n ) = f ( , x w(1) , . . . , x w(n) ).
If we fix a particular basis of H Tn (T * Gr k,n ), we can write R w = τ wŘw , whereŘ w is the H Tn (·)-valued matrix of the action of w in that particular basis. We choose the basis of the [CS c (π) ]; it means that we defineŘ w by
The first result of this section, slightly generalizing one of the results of [19] , is:
Claim 3.1. In the case of the elementary transposition (i, i + 1), the following expression foř R i ≡Ř (i,i+1) holds:
where e i is the matrix of the generator of TL n (2) acting on H k,n (2) * equipped with its canonical basis.
Since w → R w forms a representation of the Weyl group W ∼ = S n , anyŘ w can be written in terms of theŘ i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1. Furthermore, by writing the various Coxeter relations of S n , we immediately find identities satisfied by theŘ i ;
where we used the notationŘ i (u) := 1 + u −u e i to facilitate the substitution of variables due to the action of the τ w . The first two equations are known as Yang-Baxter equation and unitarity equation, respectively.
Pushforward
The second result of this section concerns the pushforward of these classes. There are three natural choices of pushforward -using µ : T * Gr k,n → End(C n ); using µ : µ −1 (n − ) → n − , which takes into account that all CS I lie in µ −1 (n − ); and using π : T * Gr k,n → {·}. All the target spaces are equivariantly contractible, so their cohomology is that of a point, that is, Q(x 1 , . . . , x n , ); and we have the simple relations
for all v ∈ H Tn µ −1 (n − ) . From these formulae it is obvious that µ * has the disadvantage that it introduces a common factor, whereas π * , being non proper, introduces a denominator. We shall therefore use µ * ; however we shall see that µ * has the disadvantage of changing the normalization of the R-matrix. We now consider
Because of the fact that µ(CS c (π) ) = O π = B n · π > , we see that there are two possibilities. Either
Applying µ * to (3.1) with w = (i, i + 1), and paying attention to the fact that the W -action on H Tn (n − ) is the natural action τ w conjugated by multiplication by [0] n − , we find that
2) is known as the exchange relation. The crucial difference with (3.1) is that it involves only link patterns with maximal number of pairings. In other words, Ψ := π∈L
K-theory 1: noncrossing loops
In the previous section, we have obtained a solution of the Yang-Baxter equation associated to the Temperley-Lieb algebra TL n where the parameter β is set to the value 2. It is natural to try to obtain a solution for arbitrary values of β by extending this construction to K-theory. Indeed, this is possible, by following the general philosophy of [20] (see also [30] for a different approach, leading to a distinct, but related, basis). As mentioned above, it is convenient in this section to allow oneself to use the square root of t by considering the double cover T n of T n ; in particular, we shall identify K T n (T * Gr k,n ) with the TL n t 1/2 + t −1/2 -right module H k,n t 1/2 + t −1/2 * ⊗ Q z 1 , . . . , z n , t 1/2 .
The coherent sheaves
We now define certain T n -equivariant coherent sheaves on T * Gr k,n as follows. Given a noncrossing link pattern π ∈ L k,n , we first define a sheaf on S c (π) : the latter being Cohen-Macaulay [28] (see also [5] ), it possesses a dualizing/canonical sheaf ω S c (π) ; tensor it with O(n − k) (pulled back from Gr k,n ), defining
We then take the inverse image of σ π under the map p : CS c (π) → S c (π) and its direct image to T * Gr k,n , thus resulting in a certain coherent sheaf σ π supported on CS c (π) . σ π is naturally T n -(or T n -) equivariant; however, there is the freedom to tensor by a nonequivariantly trivial line bundle carrying a representation of T n . We take care of this freedom by fixing the weight of σ π at the fixed point C c (π) :
σ π and σ π can be more explicitly defined (nonequivariantly) in terms of certain combinatorial data attached to π. Consider
Geometrically, the {S c (e i π) , i ∈ d(π)} (where c (e i π) is obtained from c (π) by replacing i with i + 1) are exactly the Schubert varieties of codimension 1 inside S c (π) , and form a basis of the (Weyl) divisor class group of S c (π) . We then consider the divisor
Associated to it is σ π , as the sheaf of functions on S c (π) with poles of order at most a i (π) on S c (e i π) (or zeroes of order at least −a i (π) if a i (π) is negative). In general, σ π is reflexive but not invertible, because the canonical divisor is not Cartier [36] (more on this in Section 6.2). Similarly, σ π is related to a divisor D(π) of a CS c (π) ; the latter is slightly more involved to define, and will force us to delve deeper into the combinatorics of link patterns. Given π ∈ L k,n , the depth of an arc of π is the number of arcs needed to escape to left infinity (starting right outside the arc), minus the number of vertices paired to left infinity to its left. The depth is just a graphical reformulation of the coefficients a i (π), in the sense that if i ∈ d(π), then a i (π) is the depth of the arc starting at i. We alternatively denote by a α (π) the depth of an arc α.
Two arcs are neighboring if they have same depth, and they have a border region in common (i.e., they are in the closure of the same connected component of the complement of all the arcs). Note that (neighboring or equality) is an equivalence relation.
Given two neighboring arcs α and β, there are exactly three ways one can reconnect the endpoints of α and β, leaving the other arcs untouched:
• Another noncrossing link pattern, denoted e α,β π :=
With a bit of foresight, let us denote
Then we have
where we indicated neighboring arcs and depths on the diagram. Then
Note that D(π) has one more term than D(π).
The geometric R-matrix
We can now follow the same construction as in cohomology, defining the geometric R-matrix to be given by the action of the Weyl group on K T n (T * Gr k,n ) in the basis of the [σ π ]:
In the case of w the elementary transposition (i, i + 1), we find:
.
where e i is the generator of
Example 3.4. Let us consider the simplest nontrivial case, which is k = 1, n = 2. There are two noncrossing link patterns, , corresponding to the subsets {1} and {2}, respectively, to Schubert varieties which are the whole of P 1 and the point C {2} , and to conormal Schubert varieties which are the base P 1 and the fiber at C {2} . We compute d(
The sheaf associated to the former is nothing but O(−1). The classes of the conormal varieties restricted to fixed points are given by
Considering O(−1) on P 1 , choosing its weight at {1} to be t 1/2 z −1 2 (according to (3.4)), and therefore t 1/2 z −1 1 at {2}, and similarly the weight tz −1 2 for the trivial bundle over the fiber at C {2} , we find
. P 1 and σ are obviously invariant by the Weyl group action; as for w = (1, 2),
This implies that the R-matrix has the form
which matches with the expression of Claim 3.3, with e 1 = 0 0 1 t 1/2 + t −1/2 .
Pushforward
Again one can now pushforward the [σ π ] to a point, or equivalently to n − . The highly nontrivial facts are that
k,n (i.e., iff π has maximal number of pairings).
• For k ≤ n/2, the [σ π ] have no higher sheaf cohomology, so that µ * [σ π ] is the class of the direct image µ * σ π , which is the space of global sections of σ π viewed as a module over the coordinate ring of n − (equivalently, π * [σ π ] is the character of the space of global sections). 2 In fact, we can describe µ * σ π explicitly for π ∈ L (m) k,n : it is the module of functions on O π with poles of order at most a α (π) on O f α,β π for each pair of neighboring arcs α, β.
For now, we only use the first property to find as a corollary the analogue of (3.2), namely,
As beautiful as this construction may be, it does not answer a more geometrically natural question, which is to understand the action of the Weyl group on structure sheaves of the CS I . Naive attempts at implementing the same procedure for such sheaves are a failure, since the corresponding R-matrices are highly nonlocal and depend on all spectral parameters. We now provide an appropriate modification of this procedure, as advertised in the introduction.
K-theory 2: crossing loops
The idea is to introduce a generating set of K Tn (T * Gr k,n ) made of classes of structure sheaves of certain subvarieties (including conormal Schubert varieties), with the hope that the Weyl group action on these subvarieties will be "nice". In general, these classes will be linearly dependent (over Q(z 1 , . . . , z n , t)), so that K Tn (T * Gr k,n ) will be identified with a quotient of H k,n (β 0 ) * ⊗ Q(z 1 , . . . , z n , t) (for a β 0 to be defined below); or equivalently, we shall find a subspace of H k,n (β 0 )⊗Q(z 1 , . . . , z n , t) that is stable under the Weyl group action τ wŘ c w , for some appropriatě
The main ingredient of this section is the choice of these subvarieties. We denote them X π , where π runs over L k,n ; their definition is deceptively simple:
These subvarieties will be studied in [39] . Here we give certain properties of X π . Firstly, X π is irreducible, hence a subvariety. In the special case that π ∈ L k,n (π is noncrossing), CS c (π) = µ −1 (B · π < ), so that X π = CS c (π) . If π has one crossing, then it is of the form π = f α,β π , where α and β are neighboring arcs in the sense of Section 3.2.1, and we have X π = CS c (π ) ∩ CS c (e α,β π ) , coinciding with the definition given in Section 3.2.1. In general, one has
(which shows in particular that if π ∈ L k,n , X π is not Lagrangian -only isotropic).
The geometric R-matrix
We now proceed analogously to the previous sections. We look for
for every π ∈ L k,n . Since the [X π ] are in general linearly dependent, (3.7) is a highly overdetermined system of equations, and it is somewhat miraculous that it admits a solution; in the case that w is the elementary transposition (i, i + 1), we find 
where the e i , f i are generators of TL n (1 + t).
TheŘ c i satisfy the Yang-Baxter equation, unitarity equation and commutation far apart as operators on K Tn (T * Gr k,n ) -in fact, they satisfy these as abstract elements of TL n ⊗ Q(z 1 , . . . , z n , t), as a consequence of the defining relations of the algebra. As far as the author knows, this is a new solution of the Yang-Baxter equation.
Introduce the notations a(z) = 1 − t/z and b(z) = 1 − z. It is useful to write more explicitly (3.7) according to the following trichotomy:
• i and i + 1 are not paired together, and the arcs coming out of i and i + 1 do not cross. Then
expressing the invariance of X π under (i, i + 1) (and in fact, under the whole of the subgroup GL (i) 2 of GL n which differs from the identity only in rows and columns i, i + 1).
• i and i + 1 are not paired together, and the arcs coming out of i and i + 1 cross. Then there exists a unique ρ = π such that f i ρ = π (obtained by "uncrossing" the arcs coming out of i and i + 1), and we have
where D i is the divided difference Demazure operator
, expressing the fact that the map from GL
2 ) is generically one-to-one.
• i and i + 1 form a pairing. Then
This equation is more complicated to explain, and we shall not go into the details. Let us simply note that the l.h.s. corresponds to geometrically to first "cutting" with the equation u i+1,i = 0, then "sweeping" with GL
2 as in the previous case. The r.h.s. corresponds to a careful analysis of the resulting scheme and its components (see [19, Section 5.4 ] for a similar discussion, but in cohomology only).
Remark 3.6. One could take the limit from K-theory to cohomology of the results of this section and obtain a "rational" R-matrix for the varieties X π , which generalizes the one obtained in Section 3.1 to the crossing case. We would recover this way the results of [19, Section 5.5] . Since the focus of the present article is on K-theory and for the sake of compactness, we do not study such a limit here.
Pushforward
Next, we discuss the pushforward to n − . Define Ψ c π = µ * [X π ]. The [X π ] being classes of structure sheaves, it is of course not true that some of them are sent to zero by µ * , as in the previous sections. However, note the following property: first, (3.8) and (3.9) only involve link patterns with the same number of pairings. Only remains (3.10). We rewrite it slightly, by noting that proper preimages of π under e i always come in pairs, related to each other by f i , so that we have
where the summation is now only over the ρ such that the arcs coming from i, i + 1 do not cross. The e i action may change the number of pairings only in one case, and that is when neither i not i + 1 are paired. In this case ρ (resp. f i ρ) is identical to π except i is connected to left infinity (resp. bottom infinity), and i + 1 is connected to bottom infinity (resp. left infinity). The result is that ρ > = (f i ρ) > (since these matrices only care about pairings), and therefore µ(X ρ ) = µ(X f i ρ ). This means that if we apply µ * to (3.11), their contribution compensates. Finally, we are led to the following statement:
The difference with (3.7) is that the summation in (3.12) is over link patterns with fixed number of pairings. 
4 ,
4 .
The corresponding varieties being smooth, we can easily compute the restrictions of their classes to fixed points; writing and one can check that (3.10) holds. Pushing forward using µ gives
(where indicates a free entry) and the last two compensate, resulting in the simpler identity (cf. (3.12))
The partition function of finite domains
This section is largely based on [21] .
Full crossing link patterns and their poset
Let N = 2K be an even integer, 3 and ρ be an element of L (K) K,N . Note that every vertex is paired by ρ, so we can equivalently think of ρ as a fixed-point free involution of {1, . . . , N }. Accordingly, for any element say i ∈ Z/N Z, we shall denote by ρ(i) the vertex which is paired with i in ρ.
In the whole of this section, it will be sometimes convenient to adopt a slightly different point of view, by identifying {1, . . . , N } with Z/N Z, and accordingly, by redrawing ρ as a crossing link pattern on a circle (with vertices ordered clockwise): As in [18] , we write
There is a partial order on L (K) K,N which is defined as follows: 4 we say that ρ ≤ π iff a reduced diagram of π can be obtained from a reduced diagram of ρ via a sequence of moves −→ (Note that there is freedom of rotating vertices, so that two different moves can be applied to any given vertex.)
We shall associate to ρ an affine scheme X ρ living in an affine space V ρ of dimension 2cr (ρ) endowed with a symplectic structure, which is Lagrangian and invariant under a torus of dimension K + 1, a subtorus of dimension K of which preserves the symplectic structure.
The ambient space
We first start with the complex vector space of square matrices with indices taking values in Z/N Z, which we denote Mat Z/N Z . There is a natural projection to the vector space W ρ , of dimension 4cr (ρ), which corresponds to keeping only the following coordinates. Let i, j ∈ Z/N Z, such that (i < j < ρ(i) < ρ(j)), i.e., the arcs (i, ρ(i)) and (j, ρ(j)) cross:
We call Ω the set of such coordinates. Now define the subspace V ρ of W ρ by the following equations: for any (i < j < ρ(i) < ρ(j)), impose
Clearly, (4.1) suggests that one should be able to express one of the two variables M i,j , M ρ(i),ρ(j) in terms of the other, and therefore to reduce to 2 variables per crossing. This is the object of the following lemma:
Then the natural projection p Ξ from V ρ to C 2cr (ρ) defined by keeping the variables in Ξ is an isomorphism.
The torus action
We define a linear action of various tori on Mat Z/N Z by giving the additive weights of the
where w 1 , . . . , w N are coordinates on the Lie algebra of (C × ) N , and is the coordinate on the Lie algebra of the last C × . This linear action descends to one on W ρ .T N does not leave V ρ invariant; in fact, it is easy to see that to make (4.1) homogeneous, the following relations must be imposed:
This corresponds to a certain subgroup T ρ ⊂T N of dimension K which naturally acts on V ρ . In practice, the parameterization above of T ρ is inconvenient; by breaking the cyclic symmetry, one can introduce
with the relations x ρ(i) = x i + if 1 ≤ i < ρ(i) ≤ N , and write instead
The parameterization is redundant, in the sense that there are K + 1 weights , x 1 , . . . , x K , and only differences of x i 's appear in (4.4); however, this subtlety can be safely ignored in what follows.
V ρ as a slice of a nilpotent orbit
We now connect V ρ with the geometry of Section 2.3, showing that V ρ is a "slice" of the nilpotent orbit closure N K,N . Unfortunately, due to irreconcilable conventions, we must relate M to the transpose of the matrix of u ∈ N K,N , i.e., we shall map entries M i,j to entries u j,i .
The slice A ρ , which depends on the fixed-point-free involution ρ, is defined by a series of (inhomogeneous) linear equations. These equations are best described in terms of 2 × 2 blocks of M with rows (i, ρ(i)) and columns (j, ρ(j)), where 1 ≤ i < ρ(i) ≤ N , 1 ≤ j < ρ(j) ≤ N . Here are the possible relative configurations, described as sub-link patterns of ρ: (recall that means that the entry satisfies no equation) For example, the first line of (4.5) means that for each pair i < ρ(i) of ρ, one must impose the equation M i,i = 0 and M i,ρ(i) = 1. Similarly, the next diagram means that for each pair of non-crossing pairs i < ρ(i) < j < ρ(j) one must impose M i,j = M i,ρ(j) = 0; and so on.
The number of equations is 2#{chords} + 4#{non-crossing pairs} + 2#{crossing pairs} = 2(K 2 − cr (ρ)). We have marked in red entries that are in the strict upper triangle of M ; this allows to count the number of equations in the strict upper triangle, which is similarly found to be K 2 − cr (ρ).
Lemma 4.2. Denote Υ = {M i,j : i < j and the chords from i, j cross in ρ}. Consider the natural projection p Υ from V ρ to the upper triangle which only keeps the variables M i,j in Υ. Consider the similar projection p Υ from N K,N ∩ A ρ which only keeps variables in Υ, i.e., such that their chords in ρ cross. Then we have the isomorphisms
The action of T N = (C × ) N × C × on N K,N , as defined in Section 2.3, corresponds to conjugation by diagonal matrices and scaling of M , i.e., rewriting the weights (2.8) in terms of
Only a subgroup of it preserves the slice A ρ ; in order for the equation M i,ρ(i) = 1 to be homogeneous, we must have the relation x ρ(i) = + x i if 1 ≤ i < ρ(i) ≤ N . This naturally identifies this subgroup with the torus T ρ defined in Section 4.2.1. The isomorphism above then commutes with the action of T ρ , since the weights (4.4) and (4.6) agree for M i,j ∈ Υ (i.e., i < j).
Poisson structure
We view the space of N × N matrices, Mat N , as gl * N ; the natural Poisson bracket {a, b} = [a, b], where a, b ∈ gl N are viewed as coordinates on Mat N , restricts to the orbit closure N K,N (i.e., the equations M 2 = 0 form a Poisson ideal), and the orbit itself, namely N K,N ∩ {rk(M ) = K}, is a symplectic leaf.
Conjugation by diagonal matrices preserves the symplectic form on Mat N (but not scaling); this forms a subgroup given in terms of the weights (4.4) by = 0.
Once we restrict to the slice N K,N ∩ A ρ , only the smaller torus T ρ acts, and setting = 0 corresponds to restricting further to a codimension 1 subtorus which preserves the symplectic structure on N K,N ∩ A ρ .
The corresponding Poisson bracket on V ρ is
The Lagrangian subvarieties
We shall now define an affine scheme L ρ inside V ρ . We first consider the subschemeL ρ of the space of matrices Mat Z/N Z (square matrices indexed by Z/N Z) given by the following equations:
• M i,i = 0 (these equations are optional, since they are implied set-theoretically by the equations that follow).
• And quadratic equations:
(note the similarity with the Brauer loop scheme [18] ). As usual, we denote p Ω : Mat Z/N Z → W ρ the natural projection which consists in keeping only the variables in Ω.
We then define L ρ := p Ω (L ρ ). It is not hard to check the following:
The quadratic equations (4.8) are invariant under theT N -action (4.2), and so are the equations of the form M i,j = 0. However the equations M i,ρ(i) = 1 force the restriction (4.3) on the weights, which implies that L ρ , just like V ρ , is only invariant under the subtorus T ρ .
Relation to the orbital scheme
In the same way that V ρ can be viewed as a slice of the nilpotent orbit N K,N , L ρ can be viewed as a slice of the orbital scheme O K,N = N K,N ∩ n − (being careful that u ∈ n − ⇔ M = u T upper triangular): 
Irreducible components
Consider for π ∈ L
(4.9)
We claim the following fact:
In particular, the irreducible components of L ρ are the L ρ,π for π ≥ ρ noncrossing. The equations of each L ρ,π can be written in principle as follows:
• Start from the equations (2.7) for O π .
• Add the equations of A ρ ; equivalently, this means that one puts a 1 at position (i, j) in the matrix M each time ρ(i) = j, i < j, and then one fills with 0's the row above and column to the right of each such 1.
• Eliminate all the variables M i,j that are not in Υ (that this is possible is guaranteed by Lemma 4.2).
Main results
As before we fix ρ ∈ L In this picture, a loop configuration of D is an assignment of so-called plaquettes, i.e., , (or in the crossing case) to each face of the dual planar map of D, e.g., To each loop configuration we shall now associate a weight. 5 It is comprised of two parts:
• A product of local weights, of the form where the function w depends on which model we are considering and will be discussed in the next paragraph. The labels of lines follow the diagram of ρ, and should not be confused with the lines drawn on the plaquettes of the particular configuration -to help with the distinction, lines of ρ are always drawn in red, whereas configuration lines are drawn in blue.
• A nonlocal part, which is obtained by applying to the loop configuration the moves of (2.2) (or (2.5) in the crossing case) to produce a reduced diagram. This results in a factor of (−1) |removed crossings| β |removed loops| , which multiplies the local weight above.
The link pattern of the resulting reduced diagram is called the connectivity of the loop configuration. It is an element of L
K,N in the crossing case).
In the example above, the nonlocal weight is −1, and the connectivity is .
The partition function of the loop model on D is by definition the sum of weights of all loop configurations of D with some prescribed connectivity.
Cohomology
First, in order to distinguish the two types of noncrossing plaquettes at each vertex, we shall orient every line corresponding to a pairing from i to ρ(i) where i < ρ(i), and associate to it a formal parameter x i . The local weights at each vertex are then given by
We can now state our first main result: 
An idea of the proof will be given in Section 4.4.5; for now, we simply point out that the weights of the claim are proportional to the coefficients of the R-matrix of Claim 3.1, where the first plaquette plays the role of identity operator and the second one, the role of Temperley-Lieb generator. The claim then says that the cohomology classes of the L ρ,π for given ρ and varying π, are proportional to a product of such R-matrices.
K-theory 1: noncrossing loops
A similar statement can be made in K-theory. For π ∈ L (K) K,N , define the coherent sheaves σ π as in Section 3.2 with n = N , k = K. Consider then σ ρ,π , which is by definition the restriction of µ * σ π to A ρ . Via the isomorphisms of Lemma 4.4, we view σ ρ,π as sheaves on V ρ , with support L ρ,π . σ ρ,π is naturally T ρ -equivariant, where T ρ is the preimage of T ρ under the double cover T N → T N .
Compared to the case of cohomology, we replace variables , x 1 , . . . , x N with variables t, z 1 , . . . , z N in the obvious way. In particular, we attach variables z i to each pairing i < ρ(i), having eliminated other z's thanks to z ρ(i) = t z i . We then have the generalization of the previous result: 
where m ρ is the monomial defined in (3.4).
Again, note that the local weights are nothing but the R-matrix of Claim 3.3, up to normalization.
We shall not describe more explicitly the sheaves σ ρ,π in full generality, though two examples will be treated in Sections 4.4.4 and 5.2.
K-theory 2: crossing loops
Finally, we connect K-classes structure sheaves of these varieties L ρ,π to the crossing loop model: 
(where |crossings| means as before the number of crossings removed via (2.5) to produce a reduced diagram).
Once again, the local weights reproduce the R-matrix of Claim 3.5 up to normalization.
The hexagon
Since the whole construction of this section may seem somewhat abstract, we provide a full description of one important special case, namely the maximally crossing link pattern for N = 2K = 6.
Example 4.9. We choose ρ to be the Z/6Z involution ρ(i) = i + 3; it has two possible diagrams among which we choose one:
We select as one possible set of coordinates on V ρ {M 1,2 , M 2,4 , M 3,4 , M 4,6 , M 5,6 , M 6,2 }; note that they satisfy canonical Poisson brackets (all other brackets are zero):
The equations of L ρ , once all other variables are eliminated, are
Using for example Macaulay 2 [15] , one can decompose this affine scheme into its 5 irreducible components, namely
and compute their K-classes, comparing them with crossing partition functions:
where the thumb rule to compute K-classes is that each M i,j = 0 equation contributes a factor 1 − tz i /z j , with the additional replacement z ρ(i) = tz i with i < ρ(i), and with the convention that each loop model configuration represents its product of local weights. The isotropic varieties corresponding to crossing link patterns can be treated similarly. Of course one could have used the other diagram of ρ to perform the computation of the K-classes; the fact that the result is identical is nothing but the Yang-Baxter equation. We shall reinvestigate this point in Section 4.5.
One can equally easily compute the K-classes of the sheaves σ ρ,π . For all but π = , σ π is nonequivariantly trivial (structure sheaf), and therefore so is σ ρ,π . σ is the O(1) sheaf; once sliced to the linear subspace L ρ, , it becomes a trivial sheaf but with an extra weight of
This way, we get the following weights for σ ρ,π (from which we have factored out m ρ in view of Claim 4.7):
We get the classes [σ ρ,π ] by multiplying [L ρ,π ] with these weights. We can then compare them with partition functions of the noncrossing loop model:
The first equality is particularly remarkable, because it shows that up to an overall monomial, we could have calculated [L ρ, ] by summing only noncrossing loop configurations only! A similar phenomenon will be discussed in Section 6.2.
Idea of proof
Even though proofs are not provided in this paper, the results above are sufficiently important, and the essence of their proof sufficiently simple, that it is worth briefly mentioning here. We derive Claim 4.8; the other results can be obtained similarly.
The first statement is that the intersection O π ∩ A ρ is transverse in n − , so that the T ρ -equivariant K-class of L ρ,π is equal to that of O π up to some prefactors:
where the subscripts specify the choice of torus, as well as the different embedding spaces. Writing Ψ π = [O π ] T N ,n − (as in Section 3.3, except we drop the superscript c for convenience), we have the simple identity resulting from the embedding T ρ ⊂ T N :
Combining these two equalities and computing [0] Tρ,n − ∩Aρ from the definition of A ρ (taking the product of weights of "red stars" in (4.5)), we conclude that
So we are led to the calculation of an appropriate specialization of Ψ π . The latter is based on two fundamental facts:
• The exchange relation (3.12), which we rewrite here in vector notation:
and a(z) = 1 − t/z, b(z) = 1 − z.
• Let D be a diagram of ρ. If D has connected components D 1 , . . . , D , e.g., Furthermore, any π ≥ ρ has a decomposition into connected components that refines that of ρ, which means it is of the form π = π 1 · · · π where π i connects the same vertices as ρ i , and the diagrams of the π i are disjoint. This means that irreducible components of L ρ factor analogously:
The same equation then holds for K-classes:
Note that this result is compatible with the formula of Claim 4.8, since partition functions trivially factorize in the same manner, thereby allowing us to restrict ourselves to the case that D is connected.
The strategy is now clear: since the various specializations of |Ψ corresponding to different ρ are related by swapping variables z i , we shall apply repeatedly the exchange relation (4.16) to remove a crossing from ρ, each time adding an extra plaquette to the partition function; at the end of the day, the domain of the partition function will reproduce a diagram of ρ.
More explicitly, we proceed inductively on the number of crossings cr (ρ) of ρ.
• 18) which matches trivially the formula of Claim 4.8.
• Now assume cr (ρ) > 0. As was explained above using the decomposition of ρ into connected components, one may assume that the reduced diagram D of ρ under consideration is connected; since D has at least one crossing, it is not hard to conclude that there must be an i such that i < i + 1 < ρ(i) < ρ(i + 1), i.e., we have the following decomposition
where ρ is the link pattern with diagram D . We then apply exchange relation (4.16) to relate the two specializations corresponding to ρ and ρ :
Carefully taking care of the prefactors in (4.15), and introducing the vector notation
Tρ,Vρ |π , we conclude that
whereř i is yet another normalization of the R-matrix, namely
(Note thatř i does not satisfy the unitarity equation.)
Now we apply the induction hypothesis to ρ , which has one less crossing than ρ: the components of L ρ form the partition function at fixed connectivity on the domain D . The relation (4.21) is nothing but the addition of the linear combination of plaquettes
to the boundary of D , followed by the appropriate relabelling of the boundary vertices, producing exactly D (cf. (4.19) ). This shows the induction hypothesis for D and ρ.
Degeneration
The equalities of Claims 4.6, 4.8 are fairly suggestive, in the sense that each term in the summation of the r.h.s. can be interpreted as the class of a certain subvariety of V ρ . In fact, ignoring the global weight of 2 |loops| , we recognize the class of a linear subvariety given by the equations M i,j = 0 or M j,ρ(i) = 0, since the local weights of plaquettes in the r.h.s. match the factors associated to these equations (related to their additive or multiplicative weights -in the sense of torus action -for cohomology and K-theory respectively). In particular, the crossing plaquette corresponds to the intersection M i,j = M j,ρ(i) = 0 of the two noncrossing plaquettes. Such a situation is fairly typical, see, e.g., [17] in a closely related context. It is tempting to speculate that there exists a (Gröbner degeneration) of our scheme L ρ into a so-called StanleyReisner scheme, that is a reduced union of coordinate subspaces, such that each term in the sum of Claim 4.6 (i.e., each noncrossing loop configuration) corresponds to one such coordinate subspace (and a similar statement for Claim 4.8 in terms of the simplicial complex associated to them, see, e.g., [24] ).
Interestingly enough, the situation is more subtle: one finds that for each diagram D of ρ, there exists a (possibly nonunique) degeneration of L ρ into a nonreduced union of coordinate subspaces, the nonreducedness being responsible for the loop weight. This is the content of the following Conjecture 4.10. There exists a (partial) Gröbner T ρ -equivariant degeneration of L ρ into an (in general unreduced) scheme whose components are indexed by noncrossing loop configurations of D, such that the components coming from L ρ,π are indexed by loop configurations with connectivity π; each geometric component is given by the equations
and has multiplicity 2 |loops| .
("Partial" degeneration means here that it does not always produce a monomial ideal.) In particular, note that the radical of the ideal of the degeneration of the whole of L ρ is simply given by the equations M i,j M j,ρ(i) = 0 at each crossing, corresponding to the two choices of noncrossing plaquettes at that crossing. Conjecture 4.10 directly implies Claim 4.6 (though, typically, a proof of Conjecture 4.10 would rely on Claim 4.6); it is a bit more subtle to justify the loop weight 1 + t in Claim 4.8 (this requires some further trickery to reduce to the case of a monomial ideal, whose simplicial complex can then be studied using standard methods, leading to crossing loop configurations), and we shall only do so in examples. Of course, Claim 4.7 should also follow by degenerating the sheaves σ ρ,π together with their support L ρ,π .
There should also be a way to interpolate from the symplectic structure on V ρ to the one on T * C cr (ρ) (where M i,j and M j,ρ(i) are canonically conjugate), corresponding to the special fiber, such that each fiber of the degeneration is Lagrangian; in particular, it is clear from their form (choice of either M i,j = 0 or M j,ρ(i) = 0 at each crossing) that each geometric component of the special fiber is a Lagrangian coordinate subspace.
The degeneration can be defined inductively, in a similar fashion as the partition function itself was built in Section 4.4.5. Pick an outer crossing (i, i + 1) of ρ as in (4.19) ; then choose as variables M i,i+1 (the variable "facing outwards", as opposed to M ρ(i),ρ(i+1) which is "facing inwards") and M i+1,ρ(i) (or M ρ(i+1),i , it does not matter since they are opposite of each other), and an arbitrary set of variables at other crossings. The rule is then "revlex M i,i+1 , lex M i+1,ρ(i) , keeping their product fixed"; in other words, substitute
, and take the leading behavior of the ideal of equations of V ρ as → 0.
At present, no non-inductive definition of the degeneration is known, which makes computations difficult, except in some special cases, see in particular Section 5.3. are not Gröbner, which means that their naive = 0 limit {M 4,6 M 6,2 = M 6,2 M 2,4 = M 2,4 M 4,6 = 0} is not enough to generate the ideal at the special fiber. Instead, we find
where the decomposition into irreducible components matches the first four loop configurations in (4.10). The fourth one appears with multiplicity 2. In K-theory, in order to see the coefficient 1 + t appear in front of the fourth component, more work is needed: one must degenerate the whole of L ρ as before, then introduce the variable Φ = M 1,2 M 2,4 , and revlex Φ as well. We do not write the details here, and simply state the result: all primary components will have the extra equation Φ = 0 except the one corresponding to the configuration with a closed loop, which will only have Φ 2 = 0, thus contributing an extra 1 + t (taking into account wt K (Φ) = t). 6 Finally, the three crossing loop configurations in (4.10) are in one-to-one correspondence with the codimension 1 intersections of these components. Now assume that we had considered instead the other diagram of ρ:
The degeneration using any of the crossings would force us to take another set of variables, say
The irreducible components of L ρ would look different in these variables: it is now the second component that has nontrivial equations
while all other components are linear. This is the only component that has a nontrival degeneration, corresponding to the multiple loop configurations of D with this connectivity:
The equality of the r.h.s. of (4.11) and (4.22) (and similarly for the other components) is nothing but a more explicit form of the Yang-Baxter equation in terms of loop model configurations. Geometrically, it arises as a consequence of the invariance of K-classes along flat families.
Rectangular domains and conormal matrix Schubert varieties
In this section, we use the same notations as in Section 4. One may find many interesting varieties among the L ρ,π defined there. We now study in more detail one particular family of examples, which corresponds to partition functions on rectangular domains. We shall then reconnect to the results of Section 3.
Rectangular domains
We assume that K = k + n, N = 2(k + n), where k and n are two positive integers, and choose ρ to be of the form:
where we deformed the circle into a rectangle to make the structure of ρ more obvious. Of course, the labelling will be momentarily redefined to something more sensible, namely matrix row/column.
The link pattern ρ belongs to an important class, namely, "triangle-free" link patterns, i.e., for which one can never apply move (2.4), so that they possess a unique diagram. The description of V ρ and L ρ is in that case simpler, as we shall discuss now.
First, around each vertex, variables corresponding to opposite angles are opposite of each other, i.e., M i,j = −M ρ(i),ρ(j) for all (i < j < ρ(i) < ρ(j)). This means that up to a choice of sign, V ρ possesses a canonical choice of coordinates, say the union over all crossings of (M i,j , M j,ρ(i) ). Introduce modified labelling for these coordinates, which in the present case are
for pairs of k × n matrices Q and P , making V ρ isomorphic to T * Mat k,n (where Q parameterizes the base and P the fiber 7 ). These satisfy canonical Poisson brackets
Secondly, the equations of L ρ are quite easy to write explicitly. One can start directly from the definition at the start of Section 4.3, but here we prefer to use the alternative characterization of Lemma 4.4 as a slice of an orbital scheme. Starting from the slice (4.5) and keeping only the upper triangle (red entries), we obtain the shape of M :
where / is the shorthand notation for the antidiagonal matrices with 1's on the antidiagonal. µ < , µ > , ν < , ν > are as yet unknown entries, which we know according to Lemma 4.2 must be expressible in terms of P and Q; the minus signs and /s in their definition are for convenience. Note that µ < and ν < (resp. µ > and ν > ) are strict upper (resp. lower) triangular. We now impose M 2 = 0; we find the equations
Denote µ = QP T , ν = P T Q; 8 then the last two equations say that µ < is the strict lower part of µ, and similarly for µ > , ν < , ν > ; and that the diagonal parts of µ and ν vanish. Substituting this back into the other equations, and noting that (5.4) and (5.5) are equivalent, and that (5.3) are consequences of say (5.4) and (5.6), we finally obtain pairs of cubic equations satisfied by P and Q (plus quadratic equations for the diagonals of µ and ν):
As explained in Section 4.3.2, we can even obtain the equations for each L ρ,π by further imposing rank equations on M . In particular, since the L ρ,π , for π ∈ L (K) K,N , are Lagrangian and conical in the fiber (i.e., invariant under the torus that corresponds to the specialization z i = 0), they are conormal varieties of certain varieties inside Mat k,n whose defining equations we can determine:
• North-west/south-east rank conditions: For each top vertex connected to its right nearest neighbor and each left vertex connected to its nearest neighbor below (resp. for each bottom vertex connected to its left nearest neighbor, and each right vertex connected to its nearest neighbor above), the rank of the north-west (resp. south-east) submatrix of Q corresponding to the rectangle they delimit is less or equal to the number of arcs in that rectangle.
• Horizontal/vertical strip rank conditions: For each pairing of neighbors on the left side and each pairing of neighbors on the right side (resp. for each pairing of neighbors on the top side and each pairing of neighbors on the bottom side), compute one half of (the Manhattan distance -horizontal plus vertical distance -of their midpoints plus the number of arcs crossing the line joining them). If this number is negative, the variety is empty. Otherwise, and if the left midpoint is strictly below the right midpoint (resp. the top midpoint is strictly to the right of the bottom midpoint), the rank of Q in the strip they delimit is less or equal to that number.
Example 5.1. Here are three rank conditions on submatrices of Q for a particular link pattern:
Among the varieties obtained this way, and whose conormal varieties are therefore certain L ρ,π , we can recognize quite a few, including all matrix Schubert varieties of 321-avoiding permutations, certain Fomin-Zelevinsky double Bruhat cells, etc.
Back to conormal Schubert varieties
We now try to reconnect in a different way than in Section 4 what precedes to the cotangent bundle of the Grassmannian. Recall that T * Gr k,n , viewed as the Nakajima variety associated to the quiver A 1 , is a symplectic quotient of T * Mat k,n by the action of GL k ; more precisely, using identical notations as in the previous section, and taking into account the stability condition, we have
The correspondence with the previous parameterization (2.6) is V = Im Q T , u = Q T P . There are now various tori acting on our spaces:
• On T * Gr k,n acts T n , which is the Cartan torus of GL n times C × . Recall that the weights of the entries of u are given by (2.9), which we rewrite here:
• On T * Mat k,n , we have in the previous section the torus T ρ acting, a subgroup of T N , the Cartan torus of GL N times C × . If we use upper case for the weights of GL N , i.e., Z 1 , . . . , Z N (instead of z 1 , . . . , z N as before), then recall that the weights of T ρ are given by specializing Z ρ(i) = tZ i , i < ρ(i); and the weights of the entries of Q, P are, taking into account (4.4) and the relabelling (5.1):
If we try to identify the two actions via u = Q T P , we find agreement on condition that
Z 1 , . . . , Z k remain free at this stage, but it will be convenient to relabel them as well
The weights of the entries of Q and P can now be rewritten as
which are just the weights of the natural GL k × GL n ×C × action on T * Mat k,n . Now we discuss the various equivariant cohomology theories. In order to avoid too much repetition, we shall go straight to K-theory. We have
where the map is the pullback of the embedding. The last space is equivariantly contractible, and therefore its localized equivariant K-theory is
where S k acts by permuting the y i . This gives a presentation of K Tn (T * Gr k,n ) as the quotient of the ring above by the common kernel of all restriction maps | I to fixed points, namely
for every k-subset I = {I 1 , . . . , I k } of {1, . . . , n}.
Also recall that the union of conormal varieties CS I is defined by the vanishing of the upper triangle of u, or equivalently
Now the remarkable fact is that the equations P Q T = 0 and Q T P ≤ = 0 imply (5.3)-(5.6) (and therefore (5.9)-(5.12)), as can be checked directly, recalling that P Q T = µ T and u = Q T P = ν T . This means that I CS I is a subscheme of (L ρ − {rk(Q) < k})/ GL k , for ρ corresponding to a rectangular k × n domain. Since both schemes are equidimensional of the same dimension, it means each CS I is a certain (L ρ,π − {rk(Q) < k})/ GL k .
We now identify which irreducible components L ρ,π are related to each CS I via this correspondence.
• The matrix equation P Q T = 0 (moment map condition for GL k ) consists of three equations: the diagonal part (moment map condition for its Cartan torus) is nothing but (5.11); and its upper triangle (resp. lower triangle) (moment map conditions for unipotent subgroups) implies that there cannot be any pairings between vertices on the left side (resp. right side) in π (by using the linear equations among the rank equations of (2.7), and applying them to (5.2)).
• Similarly, the equation Q T P ≤ = 0 consists of: the diagonal part (moment map condition for the Cartan torus of GL n ) which is nothing but (5.12); and its upper triangle (moment map condition for the unipotent subgroup of GL n ) which implies that there cannot be any pairing between vertices on the bottom side in π.
• Finally, the rank condition rk(Q) = k means that we should remove components satisfying rk(Q) < k (vanishing of k×k minors of Q). On any component L ρ,π , we have the inequality (rank equation from (2.7) applied to the n × k bottom rows of (5.2)) rk(Q) ≤ {number of pairings between bottom and right sides in π}.
This means that we should only keep the components such that all k vertices on the right side are connected to the bottom.
We now claim that such π are in bijection with L k,n : the map simply consists in keeping track only of the pairings among top vertices, the top vertices connected to the left (resp. bottom) boundary being marked as connected to left (resp. bottom) infinity. This is very similar to the truncation procedure of Section 2.2; the only difference is that we have here k additional "spectator" arcs connecting bottom and top. Furthermore, this finally explains, as promised, the asymmetry between left infinity and bottom infinity. We denote by φ the inverse injective map from L k,n to L
K,N ; and we say that a loop configuration has "top-connectivity" π when its connectivity is φ(π).
Finally, L ρ,φ(π) is the conormal variety of a variety whose equations were described in Section 5.1; only north-west rank equations appear because of the particular form of φ(π), and we recognize the equations for matrix Schubert varieties [17, Definition 1.3.2] (in the case of the Grassmannian permutation associated to c (π)). We immediately conclude that
In fact, more generally, we have
where we extend φ :
K,N to crossing link patterns in the obvious way: it reintroduces the various missing pairings without introducing any extra crossings, e.g.,
At this stage, we have formed a loop (pun intended) in our reasoning: starting from the cotangent bundle of the Grassmannian T * Gr K,N , we have pushed forwarded our various classes to its affinization, namely the nilpotent cone N K,N . But then out of this cone we have sliced a space V ρ , which up to taking an open set and dividing out by the action of GL k , is nothing but a smaller cotangent bundle T * Gr k,n .
This has various important consequences. The most interesting one is that it provides a formula for the classes of the X π (and in particular the conormal Schubert varieties) as a function of the y 1 , . . . , y k (which are one minus the Chern roots of T * Gr k,n ) and of the equivariant parameters z 1 , . . . , z n , t. Indeed, putting together the results of this section, and taking into account that {(Q, P ) ∈ T * Mat k,n : P Q T = 0} is a complete intersection, so that its K-class is easily computed, we find:
Corollary 5.2. The class of (the structure sheaf of) X π in
is given by the partition function of the crossing loop model on a rectangular domain with topconnectivity π, divided by the class of {P Q T = 0}:
This in turn implies Claim 3.5, which we derived this corollary from in the first place via (3.12) .
We can derive the corresponding cohomology statement by taking the appropriate limit, but as already mentioned we now focus on K-theory.
We turn to coherent sheaves. Given π ∈ L k,n , we need to compare the "sliced" sheaves σ φ(π),ρ with σ π itself. We find that not only the supports match, but also the divisors (3.5) match via the identification (5.14). We now compare their coefficients. Two arcs are neighboring in π iff they are in φ(π), and their depth is shifted by exactly k, corresponding to the extra k arcs starting on the left side of φ(π) (equivalently, one can easily compute a i+k (φ(π)) = k + a i (π), a n+k (φ(π)) = k).
To σ φ(π),ρ is associated via (5.13) a sheaf on CS c (π) denotedσ φ(π),ρ . The reasoning above show that the divisors associated to the sheavesσ φ(π),ρ and σ π differ by k times the sum over neighboring α, β of all divisors X f α,β π . Now this sum defines nothing but the line bundle O (1) (the corresponding statement on the base S c (π) is well-known), so that we have (nonequivariantly)
The classes of σ φ(π),ρ andσ φ(π),ρ are equal up to identification of equivariant parameters y i with the corresponding elements y i ∈ K T (T * Gr k,n ). Furthermore, we have to take into account the equivariant structure, cf. (3.4) . This results in an additional monomial; a careful computation leads to Corollary 5.3. The class of σ π in
is given (up to a monomial) by the partition function of the noncrossing loop model on a rectangular domain with top-connectivity π, divided by the class of {P Q T = 0}:
(1 − ty i /y j )
loop configurations on k × n with top-connectivity π 
It is not hard to check that specializing at y 1 = z 1 , z 2 reproduces the restriction to fixed points of Example 3.4.
We can also easily deduce Anderson-Jantzen-Soergel-Billey-type formulae for restrictions of [X π ] and of [σ π ] to fixed points by specializing these partition functions to y i = z I i , see [38, Section 4.4] 
Degeneration
The conjectured degeneration of Section 4.5 can be made explicit in the rectangular case. Perform the substitution Q i,j → ij Q i,j , P i,j → −ij P i,j . We claim that the special fiber at = 0 is given by the equations (generating the ideal of lowest degree terms in ):
These are the → 0 limit of equations (5.9)-(5.10) up to small rearrangements (note that (5.11) and (5.12) stayed the same), implying a nontrivial Gröbner statement. This will be ultimately justified by the fact that the resulting degenerated scheme has the same cohomology class as the one of the original scheme as given by Claim 4.6 (so that any further equation would "decrease" that class with an appropriate notion of positivity in weight space, leading to a contradiction). Let us study these equations in more detail. Define flux variables Φ e associated to each edge of the rectangular domain (i.e., of the dual map of ρ) as follows:
• If e is a boundary edge, then Φ e = 0.
• If e is vertical, sitting between plaquettes at rows/columns (i, j) and (i, j + 1), define
where all equalities are modulo (5.15)-(5.18). One should think of it as an oriented flux from left to right across the edge.
• If e is horizontal, sitting between plaquettes at rows/columns (i, j) and (i + 1, j), define
It is an oriented flux from bottom to top.
The denomination of flux is justified by the fact that at each plaquette (i, j), from the very definition of Φ e , we have the conservation equation
It follows directly from (5.15)-(5.18) that
for all edges e. In particular, if we are only interested in the radical of these equations, then we have Φ e = 0, and therefore by taking differences, Q i,j P i,j = 0 for all i, j. We conclude that the degenerated scheme has 2 kn geometric components, corresponding to the choice of P i,j = 0 (plaquette ) or Q i,j = 0 (plaquette ) at crossing (i, j), as expected.
However, we want to go further and recover the multiplicities of the components in the unreduced degenerated scheme. For that, we rewrite (5.15)-(5.16) in terms of the fluxes:
(the two formulations are equivalent modulo (5.19)). Let us now consider the primary (i.e., unreduced) component corresponding to a given loop configuration. We can immediately simplify the equations above by using the fact that Q i,j is not in its radical for , and P i,j is not in its radical for :
We reach the important conclusion that fluxes are conserved along loops (i.e., blue lines on the picture). Hence fluxes along lines that connect to the boundary are zero (since the flux is zero at boundaries), whereas fluxes along closed loops remain nonzero (although their square is zero). We can now bound from above the cohomology class of each degenerated primary component by its product of local weights times the contribution of the flux equations Φ 2 e = 0, that is the multiplicity 2 |loops| . This is the correct result according to Claim 4.6, which proves the Gröbner statement.
Similarly, the K-theory formula of Claim 4.8 can be recovered by further revlex-ing the flux variables Φ e . We shall skip the details here. Presumably, something similar works for Claim 4.7.
Pipe dreams
The loop configurations that are considered in this paper, especially the ones on rectangular domains, are very similar to so-called pipe dreams [17] ; the difference is that we allow three plaquettes per site -, and -whereas only and appear in pipe dreams.
We now show how to recover pipe dreams as a special case of our loop configurations. We keep the same setup as in Section 5.1, but now we set k = n, that is, we consider a square n × n domain. Given a permutation w ∈ S n , we choose the following crossing link pattern π w (in terms of the original labelling of vertices from 1 to N = 4n):
• It pairs i and w n+1−i + n, i = 1, . . . , n.
• It pairs 2n + i and 4n + 1 − i, i = 1, . . . , n.
Using a row/column relabelling, we obtain something of the form
where the north-west half-square reproduces the usual diagram of the permutation w.
The corresponding components L ρ,πw all live in the subscheme of L ρ for which there are no pairings among vertices on the bottom and left or among vertices on the top and right, which is nothing but the subscheme {P = 0} (linear rank condition from (2.7) on the (2k + n) × (2k + n) south-west block of (5.2)). Furthermore the north-west rank conditions for Q ∈ L ρ,πw from Section 5.1 are exactly the rank conditions for the matrix Schubert associated to w, cf. [17, Definition 1.3.2], so that L ρ,πw is isomorphic to the latter (not its conormal variety!). Now study the loop configurations associated to π w . Because of the lack of pairings among left/bottom and among top/right, it is easy to see that the plaquette is forbidden, as expected. Furthermore, the whole south-west half of the square, diagonal included, is frozen to be , because no crossings are allowed among bottom/right vertices. (Conventionally, this half is usually erased when drawing pipe dreams.) Furthermore, connectivity π w for the loop configuration is equivalent to connectivity w for the pipe dream (noting that in both cases, if two lines cross multiple times, only the first crossing counts), e.g., with the same example as above, Note that the Yang-Baxter equation already plays a prominent role in [8, 9] ; in fact, the "algebra of projectors" of [8] is nothing but the subalgebra of TL n that is generated by the f i , consistent with the fact that we are using plaquettes corresponding to the identity ( ) and the f i ( ), but not the one associated to the e i ( ).
Furthermore, it is easy to see that the degeneration of Section 5.3 reduces, in the case of link patterns π w , to the degeneration of [17] (in particular, the absense of loops makes the degeneration reduced, hence a Stanley-Reisner scheme). In that sense, the present study generalizes both integrable [8] and geometric [17] aspects of K-classes of matrix Schubert varieties/Schubert varieties of the flag variety.
Connection to the quantum Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equation and combinatorics
We collect in this section various properties and interpretations of the K-theoretic quantities introduced in Section 3, in particular the Laurent polynomials Ψ c π and Ψ nc π .
qKZ equation
We assume in this section that n = 2k. It is then known that the polynomials Ψ nc π are related to the quantum Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (qKZ) equation [7, 20] (see also [37, Section 4] for a review, noting the correspondence of notations: t 1/2 = −q). More precisely, if we redefinẽ
(the power of t is added for convenience), then theΨ nc π are polynomials (as opposed to Laurent polynomial) of degree k(k − 1) in the z i , which collectively satisfy the system:
rπ , where ρ is the operator that permutes cyclically the z i according to ρ(z i ) = z i+1 for i < n and ρ(z n ) = t 3 z 1 , and r is the "rotation" of link patterns that amounts to relabelling the vertices i → i+1 in Z/nZ. This is the level 1 qKZ system, which itself implies the usual qKZ equation [11] . The first equation is of course nothing but the exchange relation (3.6). The second equation is known as the cyclicity relation; its geometric interpretation is unknown. It is tantalizing that the qKZ equation also appears in [1, 23] .
TheΨ nc π are also known to satisfy a palindromy property:
We are particularly interested in the combinatorial interpretation of the specialization z i = 1, which in geometric terms means keeping only the equivariance w.r.t. scaling. General properties of one-variable Hilbert series imply that all such specializations have a zero of order codim n − O π = k(k − 1) at t = 1. We thus denote
According to (6.1), we have Ψ
π (t); it is therefore natural to use the loop weight β = t 1/2 + t −1/2 as a parameter, writing
P π (β) is a polynomial of a given parity in β. An important conjecture, made in [40] , is that the coefficients of P π (as a polynomial in β) are positive integers.
The positivity of these coefficients suggests that they should have some enumerative meaning. For some families of link patterns, it is known, and we shall discuss one such case in Section 6.3. In general, we only have partial information:
• The sum of these coefficients, i.e., the further specialization P π (β = 1), is known to have a combinatorial meaning: it is the content of the famous Razumov-Stroganov conjecture [29] , proven in [6] (see also [20, Section 1.4] for a discussion in the present context).
As mentioned in the introduction, β = 1 corresponds to t nontrivial cubic root of unity, and it is unclear geometrically why such values should play a special role.
• The sum π∈L (m) k,n P π (β) has an interpretation in terms of a weighted enumeration of totally symmetric self-complementary plane partitions [40] . Since the summation over π is also unclear geometrically, we shall not develop this here.
The Gorenstein case
The previous paragraph was concerned with the noncrossing loop model. No such connection with the qKZ equation appears in the crossing loop model. We now discuss cases where noncrossing and crossing loop models produce the same result.
Gorenstein Schubert varieties
We temporarily return to general k and n. For the purposes of this paragraph, we ignore the equivariant structure of our sheaves on T * Gr k,n , which only contribute monomials in t and the z's to their K-classes. Assuming Conjecture 2.2 to hold, consider, for π ∈ L k,n , the canonical sheaf of CS c (π) , which we denote κ π . By a simple duality argument, we can deduce from Corollary 5.2 a formula for its K-class: Corollary 6.1. This is per se not very interesting, but is to be compared with the next remark. It is not hard to show by explicit computation that the coherent sheaf associated to 2D(π) (twice the divisor of σ π ; equivalently, it can be defined as (σ ⊗2 π ) ), which we denote by slight abuse of notation σ 2 π , is
In particular, if n is even, κ π possesses a "square root", given by σ π ⊗ O(k − n/2), and by multiplying the formula of Corollary 5.3 by i y If we apply instead Corollary 5.3 (i.e., we only sum over the noncrossing configurations among these, giving them the weights of the noncrossing loop model), we find almost the same expression: 
Gorenstein orbital varieties
We apply µ , sending CS c (π) to the orbital variety O π , and σ π to the module µ * σ π . Once again, note that the module associated to twice the divisor of µ * σ π is nothing but the canonical module of O π . If (and only if) σ π is (nonequivariantly) trivial, µ * σ π is free and its K-class coincides (up to a monomial, accounting for the grading shift) with that of the structure sheaf of O π . In other words, we have to further distinguish a special case in the paragraph above (where we discussed the situation σ π = O(a)), which is when a = 0. For simplicity, we state the following result only for n = 2k. Using in particular [33] , we obtain the following:
k,n , n = 2k. The following conditions are equivalent:
• O π is Gorenstein.
• µ * σ π is isomorphic (up to a grading shift) to both structure and canonical sheaves of O π .
• Ψ c π has degree range (i.e., highest degree minus lowest degree) k(k − 1) in the variables z 1 , . . . , z n .
• Ψ c π is palindromic.
• Ψ c π = m −1 π Ψ nc π where m π is the monomial defined in (3.4).
• The leading coefficient of P π is 1.
• π avoids (i.e., no restriction of π to a subset of vertices forms this link pattern).
• π is a series of nested arcs, i.e., of the form
Only the statement about the leading coefficient of P π is worth explaining. The leading coefficient in β corresponds to the limit t → 0 where one is "killing the fiber" (one is considering functions that are constant on the fibers, i.e., functions on the base of the conormal variety). In other words, Ψ (1) π (t → 0) is simply the dimension of the space of global sections of σ π . It is not hard to get an explicit combinatorial description of the space of global sections of any sheaf associated to an effective divisor on a Schubert variety, and check that its dimension is equal to one if and only if the divisor is zero.
Lattice paths and TSSCPPs
We finally discuss explicit combinatorial expressions for certain entries P π (β) (as introduced in Section 6.1), which happen to correspond to S c (π) Gorenstein (as discussed in Section 6.2).
The link pattern π ∈ L (k) k,n is taken to be of the form of a arcs atop a series of k − a arcs connecting neighbors:
Correcting some small mistakes in [10] , we have the following expression for P π (β). It is the partition function of certain non-intersecting lattice paths on the square lattice, i.e., paths that are made of right steps and down steps and are not allowed to touch, with prescribed starting points, endpoints and weights which we describe now. There are k − a − 1 paths; the starting points are fixed, equal to (i, 2i), a + 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1; and the endpoints are variable, of the form (r i − 1, r i ), where r i is an integer which satisfies r i > 2a. Here is an example with k = 5, a = 1:
We give a weight of β to each vertical step of each path, with an additional parity contribution: if the horizontal displacement of a given path is equal to a modulo 2, then we include an extra β. .
Totally symmetric self-complementary plane partitions (TSSCPPs) of size k − 1 are defined as lozenge tilings of a regular hexagon of edge length 2(k − 1) which possess all the symmetries of the hexagon.
The NILPs above are known to be in bijection with TSSCPPs of size k − 1 with a frozen central hexagon of size 2a [10] . In particular, for a = 0, P π (β) is a certain weighted enumeration of TSSCPPs of size k − 1; but in this case, according to Claim 6.3, µ * σ π is isomorphic to the structure sheaf of O π . Translating this result into elementary terms, we obtain the second claim of the introduction. 8 , we find the following 7 NILPs/TSSCPPs:
(to recover the NILP from the TSSCPP, keep track of pink and blue lozenges in the region ) hence a polynomial P π (β) = β 6 + 3β 4 + 3β 2 . In particular, the degree of O π is P π (β = 2) = 124.
Other loop models
We conclude by mentioning a few possible generalizations and variations of the ideas of this paper.
Other types
The discussion above was entirely restricted to type A, in the sense that the group acting on our variety was (P) GL n , with corresponding Weyl group the symmetric group. One should be able to adapt our method to other types. For example, one may consider the cotangent bundle of the Lagrangian Grassmannian; it should be related to various loop models with one (integrable) boundary.
The Brauer loop model
One should point out that another crossing loop model was discussed in connection with (ordinary) cohomology, namely the Brauer loop model [18, 19] . However, several important ingredients are missing in order to make this work fit into the framework of the current paper. In particular, there, we only have the analogue of the orbital varieties O π , not of the conormal Schubert varieties. This prevents us at the moment from extending it to K-theory.
The dilute loop model
There is another important noncrossing loop model, which is the dilute loop model [26] . In the same way that the (dense) noncrossing loop model discussed here is related to desingularizations of the nilpotent orbit {u 2 = 0}, the dilute noncrossing loop model should be related to desingularizations of {u 2 = v 3 }. This will be discussed elsewhere. It is not clear whether there will also be a crossing loop model associated to that geometry.
Beyond K-theory
We conclude by saying that K-theory is of course not the most general complex-oriented cohomology theory. Even if we restrict ourselves to those whose formal group law is an actual group law on a curve (which seems natural on the integrable side), then we should consider elliptic cohomology, as in [1] . Since no elliptic weights are known for loop models, it is unclear how to generalize our work in this direction. However, one can extend a little less by going over to the singular elliptic cohomology considered in [22] , where loop models should still play a role.
